
In Praise of Woody Allen 
 
Woody Allen does have a certain stigma surrounding him that, unless you are 
a die-hard fan, only every other 5th picture will be worth seeing as he swings 
wildly from the brilliant to the banal. This perspective of Allenʼs oeuvre is, to a 
degree, understandable. Look at the likes of Annie Hall (1978), brimming with 
subtle innovations and a biting Jewish humour against Manhattan Murder 
Mystery (1993), which comes across simply as an ʻamusingʼ picture (to use 
the words of Allen himself).   
 
However, we have to disassociate ourselves from those films deemed simply 
ʻamusingʼ; they are not representative of Woody at his best, and when he is at 
his best he has it all.  
 
Midnight in Paris, (2011) instantly entered the ʻSanders Canonʼ. I rarely laugh 
out loud at films, (and no Iʼm not a miserable bastard). Beforehand I had 
always liked Owen Wilson but have never considered myself a fan. So, going 
in to see my first Woody Allen film, I was a little sceptical about just how much 
I would enjoy myself. 
 
Luckily, I was wrong. 
 
Itʼs always annoying when a film like this is made, one which seems to blend 
comedy, perfect performances, beautiful cinematography and an enchanting 
score because you wish that you had been the one to have made it.  

For a film that, as Mark Kermode rightly states, begins in the vein of a 
Parisian tourist board information film, Midnight in Paris is a picture with many 
surprises. The running theme of nostalgia is both touching and recognisable. 
And Marion Cotillard, Owen Wilson, Tom Hiddleston, Adrien Brody and Léa 
Seydoux – to name but a few – literally glow off the screen. It is probably one 
of his most accessible films, along with Annie Hall, (1978), and Manhattan, 
(1979), both classics and both incredible enjoyable, full of very human 
touches.  
I urge you to see Midnight in Paris, its performances and its very human story. 
These are aspects I shanʼt delve into too deeply, for that would ruin your own 
experience. I can however, tell you this: see Midnight in Paris and youʼll love 
Woody as much as I do. 

- C.S 

 


